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DK Workbooks: Spelling: Kindergarten is a great tool to supplement school curriculum help your

Kindergarten student learn spelling concepts. DK Workbooks: Spelling are user-friendly workbooks

are the easy, at-home way to support schoolwork with targeted practice. Available in four

curriculum-supporting levels, DK Workbooks: Spelling reinforces concepts such as vowel sounds,

consonant blends, syllables, plurals, and verb endings in exercises that support the Common Core

State Standards and cover everything students need to know about spelling. On each clearly

organized worksheet, summary fact boxes offer an at-a-glance introduction, identifying the key

concepts being practiced. Concepts carry over from page to page, strengthening skills through

repetition while offering fresh challenges with every exercise. And with a parents' section filled with

answers, tips, and guidance, caregivers have easy access to all the expertise they need to help

their children learn spelling.
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The lessons in this book are great! I bought four DK workbooks, this one and three others, each one

a different grade range for each of my children, in grades K, 1, 2 & 3. However, though the kids and

I like the content, DK used a slick paper stock. It's so slick that pencil marks are almost invisible;



and trying to erase just leaves a messy smudge. Pens work fine, but mistakes happen. Pencils are

a must for the inevitable errors that need erasing. So, until DK starts printing these workbooks on a

stock that accommodates pencil marks and erasing, I can't recommend them.

I got this to add in addition to our phonics program we use for homeschool. It's a great book that has

nice, thick pages that are a bold black and white. I like that look because it's less distracting. I would

say that it's up to par for being a Kindergarten workbook, but it may serve well as a 1st grader who

didn't quite "get" all the phonics teaching the previous year. It also has a sheet of gold star stickers

that you can put on each page as you complete it.

At Costco they were selling a Kingergarten Jumbo Workbook by DK for approximately $11. The

Jumbo book ended up containing all 5 of the DK workbooks for kindergarteners. I think this book

would be perfect for a 4-5 year old... as there is no significant writing as was in the literary arts

book.The spelling section has a title page with a bear in a rocker, a table of contents, followed by

worksheets. All images are in black and white so they can be colored, but the pages do include

some color on the borders and edges - in my copy its a orangy-yellow. A good deal of the

worksheets. The top of each worksheet has a fact to read and below it some sort of interactive

question/instructions.The book contains the alphabet (just to read/sing it), letter tracing (5 pages

only as review), matching lower and upper case letters, vowels, consonants, sounds, writing three

letter words, rhyming words, syllables, basic reading, sentences, basic reading comprehension,To

get the best learning out of this workbook, you need to complete the reading and writing part of the

workbook with your child following the parent instructions at the back of the book.Overall, I liked the

language arts book better. I don't feel the books were overly redundant, its just that I didn't find this

format the best way to teach this material.

Taught kindergarten for 36 yrs. not really a text to teach the actual subject of Spelling

I homeschool my 5 year old daughter. Right now we are doing kindergarten/1st grade work. I bought

this workbook hoping that it would be long enough to work for half of a school year but in reality this

book will only last us MAYBE 2 months with doing 1 page a day 3-5 days a week.

Good, basic workbook. Pages are glossy so I had to have my daughter use a permanent marker or

pen so the ink wouldn't smudge. No. 2 pencils did not show up.
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